MATES in Construction - Mental Health Conference 2015

Construction Industry Inaugural Mental Health and Wellbeing Conference Overview

Musical Interlude

Q&A Panel Discussion

Keynote Address

Suicide Prevent on Australia, Position Statement Launch

Life Skills Tool Box Launch

Suicide in the Industry - CBUS and Melbourne University Research

Superfriend - Trailing Workplace Programs to Support Employers in Dealing with Mental Health at Work

The Cost of Suicide from a Health Economic Point of View, Hunter Medical Research Institute

The Effectiveness of Asist Training: New Evaluation Data on the Living Works Asist Program

The Ripple Effect of Suicide: Sharing the Impact and Making a Difference

The Mate to Mate Program

Back to Basics: How to Build Resilience Against Suicide and Other Mental Health Issues

Spur Projects: Using Modern Media to Engage with Men (The Developers of the Soften the Fck Up Campaign)

MATES in Construction - Mental Health Conference 2014

Colin Emmott - Chair of Mates in Construction, WA

Chris Lockwood - CBUS

Kevin Hines - Survival Story Following Suicide Attempt at Golden Gate Bridge

Sean McCarthy - South Eastern Region of Mental Health Services in Ireland

Heather Stokes - Living Works

Annette Beutrais - Professor

Graham Martin - Professor at University of Queensland

Chris Doran - Professor at Hunter Medical Research
Alan Greenwood - Lifeline Research

Greg Van Borssum - Experiences and Struggles

Tony Steeson - Experiences with Depression

Panel Discussion with Jaelea Skehan - Director, Hunter Medical Institute of Mental Health

2015 Kokado Trek Launch with Amanda Arrowsmith

Eliza Oakley

RK Mechanical

US/Canada Forum on Workplace Suicide Prevention

Shining Lights of Hope 2015 Honoree